Weird but true

Cops in Indianapolis are on the hunt for some criminal bros who broke into a parked tractor trailer and stole $18,000 worth of Axe shower gel.

The haul involved 3,600 bottles of the body cleanser. Cops asked people to be on the lookout for any studs who smell irresistible.

In St. Louis, the ice cream truck industry is quickly becoming like an episode of “Game of Thrones.”

Two ice cream men went to war over turf in one suburban neighborhood in an effort to see who is the one true king of the area's frozen treat trade.

Violence erupted when one truck driver cut off another, who then got out and started smashing the first driver's music speaker. This all happened on Easter.

Apparently, men just can't sound sexy.

A new study by researchers at Albright College in Reading, Pa., shows that women are able to make their voices sound sexy by lowering them, but when male subjects tried to sex it up, they only sounded silly.

The study did find that men could make themselves sound more confident, which is attractive to women, the researchers say.

Some parents in England are outraged after the cops busted their kids for making a tree fort in the woods.

The kids were hit with the equivalent of a disorderly conduct citation after some dog walkers complained about the childish high jinx.

“I just couldn’t believe they would send a police officer for that. It is incred-

Honesty is the breast policy — at least in Romania.

The country’s Ministry of Culture has ordered a new bronze bust of a former first lady to be redone after they determined that the breasts were made too large.

The statue will have to be sanded down to a more petite size after officials said Arethia Tatarescu's bosom had been “artistically exaggerated.”
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